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ABSTRACT 
For a basic finite-dimensional k-algebra A of finite global dimension over an 
algebraically closed field k the Coxeter matrix (I) A is defined. The following formula is 
showIl: 
tr~A = • ( -1 )  idimk Hi(A),  
i>~0 
where tr is the trace and Hi(A) is the ith Hochschild cohomology space. © Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a finite-dimensional basic k-algebra over an algebraically closed 
field k. We will assume throughout that A has finite global dimension. The 
aim of this note is to show the following formula: 
--trqbA = E( -1 ) ' c l im,  H ' (A) ,  
i~>0 
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where ~A denotes the Coxeter matrix, tr the trace, and Hi(A) and ith 
Hochschild cohomology space. We refer to section 1 for the basic definitions. 
Section 2 contains the proof of this result. As it turns out, this follows from 
easy properties of the Kroneeker product. In the final section we have 
included some examples and some consequences. 
We would like to mention that this formula and some of its consequences 
were obtained independently by F. Lukas [3] in the special ease of finite- 
dimensional hereditary k-algebras. The proofs however are different. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will recall the main definitions and results needed in 
the proof of the trace formula mentioned above. For more details and proofs 
we refer to [4]. 
Let A be a finite-dimensional basic k-algebra. We choose a complete set 
P(1) . . . . .  P (n )  of representatives from the isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable projective right A-modules. Then the Cartan matr ix  C = C A is 
defined to be the integer-valued n × n matrix with entries 
cij = dim k Homa(P( i ) ,  P( j ) )  for 1 ~< i , j  <~ n. 
The entries of the Cartan matrix can also be interpreted as the dimensions of 
a two-sided Pierce decomposition of A. For this let e 1 . . . . .  e n be a complete 
system of primitive orthogonal idempotents of A such that P( i )  = e~A. Let 
A = ~, ;e iAe  j be the two-sided Pierce decomposition with respect to 
e I . . . . .  e , .Then  c i = dim kejAe i. 
I f  K0(A) is t~ae Grothendieck group of A, then K0(A)= 7/". We 
consider the elements x = (x 1 . . . . .  x,) ~ 2" as row vectors. The transpose 
of a vector x ~ 7/n or a matrix A is denoted by x t or A t. I f  gl.dim A < ~, 
then the Cartan matrix is invertible over 77, thus we can define a bilinear form 
<--, --)A on27n by 
(X, y)A = XCAty t for x, y ~ 77". 
If  X is a finite-dimensional right A-module, then the d imens ion  vector  
dim X is defined to be the vector 
dim X = (dim k HOmA(P( i ) ,  X))~ ~ 77 ". 
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We denote by p(i)  = d im P(i)  for 1 _< i < n the dimension vector of P(i). 
The bilinear form introduced above has the following homological interpreta- 
tion. In fact, the following identity holds for finite-dimensional right A-mod- 
ules X, Y: 
(d imX,  dimY)A = E( -1 )~d imkExtk(X ,Y ) "  
i>0  
Finally, the Coxeter matrix ¢b A is defined to be the matrix 
~A = --CAECA • 
If A is a finite-dimensional k-algebra, we denote by A ~ = A ~r A°P the 
enveloping algebra, where A °p denotes the opposite algebra• Then A is in a 
natural way a right A"-module. We will define the Hochschild cohomology in 
the following way. For equivalent definitions and related results we refer to 
[1] and the references given there. For i ~ N the i-th Hochschild cohomol- 
ogy space is defined by 
H i (A)  = Extk,,(A, A). 
We denote by hi(A) = dim k Hi(A). It is known that pd.dimA,, A = gl.dim 
A, where we have denoted by pd.dimAe A the projective dimension of A as a 
Ae-module (compare for example [1]). In particular we infer that h~(A) = 0 
for s > gl.dim A. 
2. PROOF OF THE TRACE FORMULA 
We first recall the definition of the Kronecker product of two matrices. 
For this let R be a commutative ring. For r, s ~ N we denote by M(r  X s, 
R) the set of r × s-matrices over R. Let A ~ M(r  × s, R) and B ~ M(t  × u, 
R). We denote by A ® B ~ M(rt × su, R) the Kronecker product of A and 
B. Let A and B be given by 
A = 
all a12 ".. 
~ ar l  a r2  • . .  
a ] 
a rs 
B = 
b~l bl2 "'" bl,, ) .  
) btl bt2 ... bt," 
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Then the Kronecker product A ® B is by definition 
A®B= 
al lb  u ... al lbl~ • . . . . .  al~bll 
al lbt l  ... allbtu . . . . . .  alsbtl 
ar lb l l  ... ar lblu 
arlbtl  ... arlbtu 
or more suggestively in block matrix form 
A®B = 
• .. a lsb l l  
• "" arlbtl  
a~lB a12B ... a lsB 
arl B at2 B "'" ars B 
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• ,. alsblu ' 
•.. alsbtu 
• " alsblu 
• . .  a rsbtu  
( A ® B) ' (C  ® D)  = AC ® BD 
( A ® B)  t = A t ® B t. 
Also, if I (") ~ M(n × n, R)  denotes the identity matrix, then 
I (') ® I (m) = I ("'') ~ M(nm × nrn, R), 
This has the following simple consequence: Let A ~ M(n  × n, R)  and 
B ~ M(m × m, R) be invertible matrices. Then A ® B is invertible and 
(A®B)  1 =A-~®B- l  
and also 
In the proof of the following lemma some well-known computational rules 
for the Kronecker product will be useful• 
For A ~ M(r  × s, R), B ~ M(u  × v, R), C ~ M(s  × t, R), and D 
M(v  X w,  R)  we have that 
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Suppose that A ~ M(n × n, •) and B ~ M(m × m, ~), where 
denotes an algebraically closed field. Let 
PA = det(TI(n) - A)  = f i  (T  - h,) 
i=1  
= I-I m (T  - be the characteristic polynomial of A. Let PB j= l"  /xj) be the 
characteristic polynomial of B. Then 
PAOS = l--I (T  - A,/z2). 
i , j  
When computing the characteristic polynomial of  a Coxeter matrix we will 
consider this matrix as a matrix over the field C of complex numbers. 
The following is an easy but key observation for the proof of the trace 
formula. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra of finite global 
dimension. Let P*A = 1-I~ =I(T - hi)" Then the following holds for  the en- 
veloping algebra Ae: 
(i) aimvh = (p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)). 
(ii) Cao =C~ ® c a . 
(iii) C~J = C;  ' ® CA t. 
(iv) (I)A¢ = (--1)(~A~ t ® CA)" 
(v) p,.,~ = ( - -1)  n l-[i,j(T -- AiA/1). 
Proof. By the computational rules mentioned above, the assertions (iii) 
and (iv) trivially follow from the second assertion. 
In order to show the first two assertions, we choose a complete set 
e I . . . . .  e. of primitive orthogonal idempotents of A. Let A = ®~,jeiAe j be 
the two-sided Pierce decomposition with respect o ei . . . .  , e.. As mentioned 
i j  i j  1 above, cq = dim k e~Aej. Let x 1 . . . . .  xc, oe a k-basis of eiAe j. For z ~ A 
! ! .y  ! we denote by z '  ~ A °P the correspon~ling element. So z l . z  2 = (~2zl ) .  
Then ei¢ = e i ® ej is a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents in 
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A ~. A complete set of representatives from the isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable projective A%modules is then given by 
P( / j )  = eijA ~ = e, ® e~(A ® A °p) 
The idempotents are ordered in the following way: 
e l l  , . . . , en l ,  • . .  , • . . , e ln ,  • . . ,  enn  • 
Now HOmA,(eijA ¢, A) --- eiAe j. This shows the first assertion. 
®(GAe)  .Clearly, x t ®x. ,  fo r l _< l<c i~ Also e~jA~e~ -- e~A G op ~ J~' and 
1 _< m _< c,j is a k-basis of eijA~er~; hence CA, =Cta ® C A . 
The last assertion follows easily from (iv) and the previous remarks. • 
Suppose that p.~ = I - [ I '= I (T -  A~) = Y~i'=o(-1)iaiTi; then a ,  = 1. It is 
well known that a i = o-i(A l . . . . .  A,,), where o" 1 . . . . .  G,-1 are the elementary 
= E"- t -  1)dcdT a with cn~ = 1, it seems to symmetric polynomials. If" p .  ..... d=0, 
be an interesting problem to find explicit formulas expressing the coefficients 
c d in terms of the coefficients a~. 
We will now give the proof of the trace formula. 
TttEOREM 2.2. Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra of finite global 
di~ruension. Then 
--trq~A = E( -1 )~d im~ H i (A)  • 
i>~0 
Proof. Let the Cartan matrix of A and Ca t be given by 
C A = 
Cl l  • . .  C ln  
~ Cnl " ' '  Cnn 
CA 1 = 
\ 
X l l  " ' "  Xln  | 
• [ " 
x° l  " x ; , . j  
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Then the assertion follows from the following line of equations: 
( -  1)' dimk Hi (A)  
i_>0 
= (A,  A )A° = dimA~ A" CA ot • (tim A, A 
= ( p (1) , . . . ,  p (n ) ) ,  c ;  1 ® c ;  ~. 
p(.)'] 
= (p(1) , . . . ,  p (n ) )  
XllC2 t 
C- t  Xn I A 
• .. X I , ,CA  t 
• " X , , ,C2 '  
p(1)t 
p(n)' 
= Ex , j (p ( i ) cg 'p ( j ) ' )  
i , j  
= Y '~Xq(P( j ) ,  p( i ) )A = EXi j  dimk Homa(P( j ) ,  e( i ) )  
i , j  i , j  
= Y'.XijCij = - t r  (:I) A. 
i , j  
3. EXAMPLES AND CONSEQUENCES 
In this section we will present some easy examples and some conse- 
quences of the trace formula. 
k k r ) 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let r ~ N and let A = 0 k . Then 
1 ,) c t:(1 0) 
CA = (0  1 -- 1 " 
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Thus the Coxeter matrix is computed as 
oA (1 r) 
r r 2 - 1 " 
Therefore, tr ~A = r2 -- 2. Now H°(A)  = k and Hi (A)  = 0 for i > 2. Thus 
hl(A) = r 2 -  1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A = k~ be the path algebra of a finite quiver 
without oriented cycles. Then trqb A = - 1 if and only if the underlying raph 
di of ~ is a tree. 
Proof. As in Example 3.1, we have that h°(A) = 1 and hi(A) = 0 for all 
i > 2. Thus it follows from Theorem 2.2 that hi (A)  = 1 + tr OA" It was 
shown in [1] that hi(A) = 0 if and only if A is a tree. This shows the 
assertion. • 
The additional notions in the next corollary can be found for example in 
[4]. 
COROLLArtY 3.3. Let A be a representation-directed finite-dimensional 
basic k-algebra. Then tr tb A = - 1 /f and only if A is simply connected. 
Proof. I f  A is representation-directed, it is well known that 
gl.dim A < 0% 
so 2.2 can be applied. It was shown in [1] that h°(A) = 1, that hi(A) = 0 for 
all i > 2, and that hi (A)  = 0 if and only if A is simply connected. Thus the 
assertion follows as in Corollary 3.2 from Theorem 2.2. • 
COaOLLAr~Y 3.4. Let A be a representation-finite algebra, and let F be 
the Auslander algebra of A. I f  A is simply connected, then tr • r = - 1. 
Proof. This follows immediately from results in [2] on the Hochschild 
cohomology of Auslander algebras of simply connected algebras. • 
The following is contained in [3] for the case of finite-dimensional 
hereditary k-algebras. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be a finite-dimensional basic k-algebra of finite 
global dimension. Let M be a right A-module with dim M = m, and let 
F = A[ M] be the one-point extension algebra of A by M. Then 
t r~r  = tr~A + (m,  m)A -- 1. 
Proof. First note that F is also of finite global dimension. It was shown 
in [1] that there is a long exact sequence 
0 -+ H°(F )  ~ H°(A)  -+ HomA(M, M)/k  --+ H' (F )  ~ H ' (A)  
i --+ Ext , (M,  M) -~ "" -~ Exta(M, M) -+ H '+ ' (F )  
--+ H~+I(A)  --+ Extk+'(M, M) -+ "" 
By assumption this sequence contains only finitely many nonzero terms. By 
addititivity we infer that 
~] ( -1 ) 'h ' ( r )  = E ( -1 ) ih i (A )  - ( (m,  m)A -- 1). 
i>~0 i>~0 
Now this and Theorem 2.2 give tr ~r  = tr ~A + (m, m)A -- l. • 
Make the assumption in Corollary 3.4, and assume in addition that A is 
hereditary and M is a brick (i.e., the endomorphism algebra of M coincides 
with k). Then 
tr ~r  = tr ~A -- dimk Ext , (M,  M) .  
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